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Abstract. The k–Nearest Neighbor algorithm presents as main drawbacks the selected
distance and the value of the parameterk. Usually, thisk value must be determined
either by the user or by cross-validation. In this paper we introduce a local Nearest
Neighbor algorithm that does not take this parameter from the user. Our approach
evaluates different values ofk that classified thetraining examples correctly and ap-
pliesk-NNseveral times. With this heuristic, we propose an easy variation of thek-NN
algorithm that improves the average accuracy given by the firstNN.

1 Introduction

Nearest–Neighbor based algorithms have been target of experimental and theoretical stud-
ies, and practical application. With thetraining examples, the similarity function, and the
method for processing missing attribute values as model itself, the basicNN classifier labels
a new query with the label of its most similar example from those stored. Due toNN based
algorithms are distance-based methods, normalization helps prevent attributes with initially
large ranges from outweighing attributes with initially smaller ranges. Basic distances used
in NN based algorithms are the Euclidean distance for continuous attributes and the Overlap
distance for nominal attributes (both metrics were used in our experiments). To improve the
accuracy with noise present in data, thek-NNalgorithm introduces a parameterk so that for
each new queryq to be classified, the labels of itsk nearest neighbors are observed. Then
q is classified by the majority label. In case of a tie, either it can be randomly broken or by
assigning that label whose average distance is the smallest. Usuallyk is heuristically deter-
mined by the user or by means of cross-validation [10]. Extending the classification criterion,
thek-NNwv algorithms (Nearest Neighbor Weighted Voted) assign weights to the prediction
made by each example. These weights are usually inversely proportional to the distance with
respect to the query [4, 6] (1

d
or 1− d).

Therefore, the numberk of examples observed and the metric used are decisive parame-
ters. Since their introduction in the 1950’s, important studies about error bounds forNNhave
been published [5, 1, 8, 9]. Researchers have also investigated new metrics [12] and new
data representations [2] for improving accuracy and computational complexity. In [11] the
behavior ofNN andk-NN is studied in depth and experiments carried out with six synthetic
data sets confirm the two following hypotheses: a) Noisy data need large values fork; b) The
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Figure 1: Horse Colic database. The used value ofk can be determinant when the new query is a border point.

performance ofk-NN is less sensitive to the choice of a metric. In addition, four classifiers
are proposed (Locally Adaptive Nearest Neighbor, local k-NN) where the value ofk can be
different for each new exampleq to be classified. However, experiments with UCI datasets [3]
show that these local Nearest Neighbor methods do not improve significantly the performance
of k-NN. So it may be difficult to justify the added computational complexity. Nevertheless,
to determine with certainty when localNN learners are beneficial is still an open problem.
Based on a previous work [7], in this paper we introduced a local classifier that evaluates the
k-NNalgorithm several times. When a new query is near decision boundaries, the chosenk
value can be determinant (see Figure 1). In this address, it might be possible to improve the
classification accuracy by several evaluations ofk-NN for a border-point query. In the fol-
lowing sections we describei-NN (increasingk for the Nearest Neighbor) and several results
obtained by applying thek-NNandi-NN algorithms with datasets from the UCI repository.

2 Description of the Algorithm

2.1 Approach

By means of thek-NNalgorithm, when a new query is near decision boundaries, the assigned
label can depend hardly on the value of the parameterk. At worst, the percentages of ex-
amples of each class can be similar at these regions. In such situation, the set formed by the
correct valueskei

associated with each exampleei might be either the empty set or a set
formed by very highk values. That is, some examples either will not have any associated
valuekei

which classify it correctly or will have a so large associated value that the local
adaptation ofk-NN does not make sense with suchk in these regions. So, this information
can be not useful in some cases and unavailable in others. We not assume that it is possible
to determine a pattern of the values ofk to classify correctly the examples in overlapped
regions. However, we claim that it is possible to improve the classification accuracy if the
k-NNalgorithm is evaluated several times on these regions. The idea is as simple as to give
the new query more than one opportunity. Figure 1 illustrates these facts through projections
on the plane of the two attributes values of the Horse-Colic database. The consequences of
our approach can be argued in three cases:

• If q is a central example, the majority class might almost always be the same one for
different values ofk.



• If q is a noise example, either there will not be an associatedkq correct valueor it will be
large.

• If q is a border example, several evaluations ofk-NNcan avoid the classification errors.

Therefore, our decision is not to select the value fork but to find a limitkmax for several
evaluations ofk-NN. Due to this process must be non-parametric,kmax is calculated locally
for each database. The method has been denominatedi-NN (increasing the values ofk for
the Nearest Neighbors) because of it starts withk = 1 and it ends withk = kmax. In a
previous work we observed that, in experiments using the same group of databases with 51
as the maximum ofk, the classification accuracy given byk-NN becomes monotonically
decreasing. So we have used such level to find the limitkmax and the possible valueskmin.

2.2 The Algorithm

function classify-by-iNN(Set trainingSet; Query q)return Label
fixLimit-And-RemoveOutliers(trainingSet, kmax, reducedSet)
removeExamples-Without-CommonValue(reducedSet, q)
reducedSet.orderBy(q)
for (i:=1) to(kmax)

label:=classify-by-kNN(i,q,reducedSet)
frequencies[label]:=frecc[label]+1

end for
return (index-With-HigherValue(frequencies))

Figure 2: Pseudocode of thei-NN algorithm.

Figure 2 contains pseudo-code of the algorithm. Letq be the query to be classified. Firstly,
it is searched for each exampleei in the training set the minimum valuekminei

which classi-
fies it correctly throughk-NNusing thetraining examples. If an example has not associated a
classifier valuein the interval [1,51] then it is signed as non-classifiable. When all the exam-
ples are visited, those signed as non-classifiable are removed. Then the meanmeankmin

and
the standard deviationsdkmin

of thesekminei
values are calculated, so thatkmax is assigned

the odd number nearest todmeankmin
+ sdkmin

e. This process is carried out only one time
for all the test examples to be classified. In a second step, the examples that do not share
any value withq for all the attributes are removed. In order to classify the new queryq, the
resulting reduced set is ordered according toq. Finally, thek-NNalgorithm is evaluatedkmax

times. In every evaluation the resulting label is increased in a vector of frequencies so that the
label assigned will be the most frequent. The computational complexity ofi-NN is:

Θ(n2 · (log(n) + 1) + n · (log(n) + m + 1));

wheren is the number oftraining examples andm the number of attributes. In the first phase,
the setreducedSetis generated. To do it, then−1 nearest neighbors of eachtraining example
are ordered (Θ(n · log(n))) and itsminimum k valueis calculated (Θ(n)). Then the examples
without an associatedminimum k valueare removed (Θ(n)). In the second phase, the query
q is classified (Θ(n · (1 + log(n)))). The examples that have not in common any value with



Table 1: Classification accuracy obtained for a set of databases from the UCI repository by 10-folds cross-
validation. Columns 1 and 4 show the rates byk-NN with k = 1 (the best value for all databases) and the
bestk found for each database, respectively. Columns 2 and 3 show the rates obtained byi-NN and i-NNwv,
respectively. Columns 4 and 5 show the limits for the evaluations ofi-NN andi-NNwv, respectively. The bestk
value obtained fork-NN is reported in Column 6.

Domain 1-NN i-NN i-NNwv k-NNbest kiNN kiNNwv kkNN

Anneal 91.76 88.53 91.65 91.76 3 3 1
Audiology 75.66 71.24 77.88 75.66 7 7 1
Autos+ 75.12 71.70 80.0 75.12 7 9 1
Balance-Scale+ 77.76 83.04 83.04 89.76 3 3 21
Breast-Cancer+ 66.78 70.28 71.68 75.52 5 5 7
Cleveland-HD+ 74.92 81.19 81.19 83.17 7 5 33
Credit-Rating+ 80.72 86.23 85.36 87.68 5 7 13
German-Credit 72.29 70.70 72.40 73.09 5 7 17
Glass 70.19 65.42 71.49 70.19 9 9 1
Heart-Statlog+ 75.20 79.26 80.0 84.07 5 5 33
Hepatitis+ 81.29 84.52 85.16 85.16 7 9 7
Horse-Colic+ 67.93 70.38 73.64 70.38 7 7 7
Ionosphere 86.61 85.75 86.6 86.61 5 3 1
Iris 95.33 96.0 96.0 97.33 5 7 15
Pima-Diabetes+ 71.21 74.48 74.61 75.52 9 7 17
Primary-Tumor+ 35.69 43.07 39.23 43.07 15 11 29
Sonar 86.54 64.9 71.15 86.54 5 5 1
Soybean 90.92 91.65 92.24 90.92 3 3 1
Vehicle 70.06 70.68 72.58 70.06 9 9 1
Vote 92.18 92.18 92.18 93.56 1 1 5
Vowel 99.39 99.39 99.39 99.39 1 1 1
Wine 96.07 94.38 94.94 97.75 3 3 31
Wisconsin-BC 95.56 96.28 96.56 96.85 3 3 17
Zoo 97.03 97.03 97.03 97.03 1 1 1
Average 80.26 80.35 81.92 83.17 5 5 11

q are removed fromreducedSet(Θ(n · m)) and then this new set is ordered according to
q (Θ(n · log n)). We have also carried outi-NNwv which usesk-NNwv against ofk-NN. In
this latter variant,k-NNwv is evaluated fromk = 1 to kmax and the vector of frequencies is
increased every time for that label whose assigned weight is the greatest. This weight is the
sum of1/d for all the neighbors with the same label, whered is the distance from a neighbor
to q.

3 Empirical Evaluation and Discussion

To carry out and to test the method, the Euclidean and the Overlap distance were used to
measure continuous and nominal attributes, respectively. The continuous attributes values
were normalized in the interval [0,1]. Examples with missing-class were removed and miss-
ing attributes values were treated with the mean or mode, respectively.i-NN andi-NNwv were
tested by 10-folds cross-validation with 24 databases from the UCI repository [3]. Both in-
troduced methods were compared withk-NNusing 25 differentk values (the odd numbers in
the interval [1, 51]). This limit was fixed after observing how the accuracy decreased from a
value near the bestk for all databases (beingk = 33 the maximum value for two databases,
Heart-ClevelandandPrimary-Tumor).

In Table 1 is reported the rates obtained; thek-NNalgorithm is included for comparison
using twok values: the bestk for each database (Columnk-NNbest) and the best average-value
(k = 1) for all databases (Column1-NN). The domains signed with + mean an improvement
of i-NNwv regarding1-NNby means of t-Student statical test withα = 0.05. It is also showed
thekmax value used for each database and thebest k valuefound fork-NN. We can observe



that i-NNwv obtained better accuracy than1-NN for 15 databases. Ten of these domains were
classified with a significant improvement (about 5%). Observing Column 6 it seems correct
to consider thati-NNwv can be a suitable choice when predicting the bestk value fork-NN
is not an easy and computationally fast task. That is,i-NN improves the rates given byk-NN
when the bestk is a high value. In addition, the average classification accuracy is kept for the
most databases.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

An easy variation of thek-NN algorithm has been introduced and evaluated in this paper.
Throughi-NN, a new query is classified several times byk-NNso that the assigned label is the
most frequent in all the evaluations. We have also carried outi-NNwv which evaluatesk-NNwv

several times against ofk-NN. In this variant, the assigned label is that with the greatest global
weight. Experiments with UCI databases show that most real domains present overlapped
regions in which predicting the bestk value for the NN algorithm can not be a possible task.
With this approach, errors obtained when either noise is present in data or a new query is
near decision boundaries can be smoothed. But classification based on geometric proximity
with local adaptation is still an open problem. For further study, we are trying to predict
thek values through data transformation, using prototypes and feature construction. We also
studying another approach based on thenearest enemyinstead of the nearest neighbor.
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